
No more nuclear disasters!   Put an end to the nuclear age!   Nuclear Victims of the World Unite!    Let’ s  Gather in Hiroshima and Start Working Together!

The 70th anniversary of the Atomic Bombing of Hiroshima & Nagasaki
Towards a Nuclear Free Future! 

World Nuclear Victims’ Forum
Nov. 21 to 23, 2015   Hiroshima, Japan

More than three years after the Fukushima nuclear disaster radioactive contamination is worsening. Even as the disaster 
victims continue to suffer, Prime Minister Abe and the nuclear industry are pushing ahead with policies aimed at restarting 
Japanese nuclear power plants, reprocessing spent fuel at Rokkasho Village, and exporting nuclear plants and disasters 
around the world. Casualties derived from all utilization of radioactive substances are on the rise globally.
Seventy years after the Hiroshima and Nagasaki atomic bombings, let’ s gather with nuclear victims worldwide at a 
conference in Hiroshima. We will reveal the hidden harm associated with the use of radioactive substances. We will 
support the victims of nuclear disasters, and will do everything possible in pursuit of our common goal: a permanent end to 
the nuclear age.  

Please attend the Hiroshima Forum and join us in:
  * Establishing an International Network for a Nuclear-Free Future
  * Announcing a World Charter of Nuclear Victims’ Rights 
  * Declaring our united opposition to all manifestations of nuclear power, from weapons to electricity 
Outline of the program;
Keynote speech /
Sessions: Hiroshima and Nagasaki A-bomb survivors / Fukushima Disaster / Campaign against nuclear 
power generation and nuclear fuel cycle / Campaign to ban nuclear weapons / Campaign to ban 
depleted uranium weapons/Campaign against uranium mining / Support for nuclear disaster victims / 
Declaration of Nuclear Victims’ Rights Charter
The forum will specifically feature:
Uranium mining victims (from India) / Nuclear testing victims (from Pacific Islands, Down Winders from the 
USA, from Semipalatinsk) / Chernobyl disaster victims / Depleted uranium victims (from Iraq) / Hiroshima 
Nagasaki A-bomb victims / Lucky Dragon No. 5 victims / Fukushima disaster victims /Medical and legal 
experts / Nuclear energy experts / Anti-nuclear weapon, anti-nuclear power representatives 

Please donate! As groups or individuals!
All proceeds will go toward defraying conference expenses, primarily the travel expenses of nuclear 
victims.  Volunteers are also needed. Only your support can make it happen.   
Please send your donations by postal transfer to:
The World Nuclear Victims Forum Executive Committee 01380-4-103175 

Organizer:  Steering Committee for the World Nuclear Victims Forum 
Representatives： Katsuaki Aoki (HANWA)    Nobuo Kazashi (ICBUW-Japan)

Masao Tomonaga (Nagasaki Chikyushimin Executive Committee), 
    Secretary General: Haruko Moritaki       

Secretariat:   c/o NO DU Hiroshima Project    3-2-18  Kairoen, Saeki-ku  Hiroshima, JAPAN 731-5135
Tel/Fax ; +81- 82-921-1263    e-mail:  haruko.jpn@gmail.com



Purpose:
The grave, devastating effects of nuclear materials and activity are 
being felt around the world. 
The year 2015 will be the 70th anniversary of the Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki atomic bombings. The nuclear age that began when the 
US bombed Hiroshima gave human beings the power to extinguish 
human l i fe on this  planet.　The hibakusha (surv ivors)  who 
experienced that hellish catastrophe are still suffering its endless 
harmful aftereffects, and yet, those who wield nuclear power in all 
its forms have sought to trivialize or conceal those effects. 

On March 11, 2011, the Great East Japan Earthquake caused another terribly 
destructive nuclear disaster in Fukushima. A great many citizens in the Fukushima 
area and elsewhere in East Japan lost their right to live ordinary lives in their 
hometowns, and the prospects of recovery seem distant and difficult. 
All stages and situations in the nuclear cycle (uranium mining, refinement and 
enrichment, production of nuclear weapons or nuclear fuel, nuclear testing, use 
of nuclear weapons, the operation of nuclear power plants, nuclear power plant 
accidents, reprocessing of used nuclear fuel, storage and disposal of nuclear 
waste, use of depleted uranium weapons, etc.) have caused widespread 
environmental contamination and serious harmful effects on human bodies. 

The World Nuclear Victims’ Forum

More than 2000 nuclear tests spread radioactive contamination 
around the globe, robbing people of their health and even their 
lives. Most of the victims are close to the test sites, of course, but 
radiation can travel and strike anywhere.
At more than 400 nuclear power plants around the world, workers 
are exposed to radiation even under normal operating conditions. 
The enormous amounts of radiation released from Chernobyl and 
Fukushima have taken lives, health, and hometowns from hundreds 
of thousands of people, contaminating the global environment.
The utilization of nuclear energy, whether for military or commercial purposes, involves serious radiation 
damage and could make the Earth uninhabitable. We have seen this tragic reality emerge again and 
again, with uranium mining in India, the use of DU ammunition in Iraq, among the down-winders near 
the Nevada nuclear test site, and among the people of Fukushima. Lives, bodies, and the natural 
environment are devastated. All of this tragedy is inflicted on the weak and unsuspecting by a small 
number of extremely powerful elite capitalists who never hesitate to sacrifice ordinary people in their 
pursuit of profit. This selfish behavior is unacceptable.
Nuclear weapons, depleted uranium ordnance, and nuclear power plants have ruthlessly trampled on 
the human right to live in peace and security. We still have no idea how to treat or dispose of 
radioactive waste, especially the highly radioactive waste from reactors and the reprocessing of used 
fuel. The accumulation of this waste threatens the future of humankind.    
In 2015, during the 70th anniversary year of the Hiroshima and Nagasaki atomic bombings, a broad 
coalition of anti-nuclear activists will hold a World Nuclear Victims Forum here in Hiroshima, the site of 
that first inhumane utilization of nuclear energy. “Humankind and nuclear technology cannot coexist.”  
Ours is an absolutely anti-nuclear alliance. That is, we intend both to abolish nuclear weapons and 
terminate the utilization of nuclear energy.
We will announce in Hiroshima a Charter of Nuclear Victims’ Rights and work to obtain support for this 
charter from the UN Human Rights Commission, the International Red Cross, other international NGOs 
and other international agencies.
We hereby call on all nuclear victims to join us and raise your voice. Let’ s work together to stop 
nuclear damage and bring an end to the nuclear age.

The 70th anniversary of the Atomic Bombing of Hiroshima & Nagasaki
Towards a Nuclear Free Future! 


